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The ultimate resource to looking your best during and after cancer treatment from a veteran beauty
industry insider When beauty editor Caitlin Kiernan received the shattering analysis of cancer, she was
obviously worried about her health. Caitlin known as on her set of extensive contacts--from top physicians
to hair stylists, make-up artists, and design mavens--to gather the very best and most useful ideas to offset
the unpleasant effects of treatment. But mainly because an operating professional, she knew she had to
learn, quickly, how exactly to look her greatest while feeling her most severe. The effect is this extensive
beauty guide for ladies with cancers, covering every cosmetic issue, from skin care, to hair care, wig
purchasing, nail maintenance, makeup tricks, and much, a lot more. Illustrated with enchanting drawings
by Jamie Lee Reardin and peppered with assistance from celebrities and tumor survivors, PRETTY SICK
will be a welcome and trusted source, helping women appear and feel their best.
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Missing information I bought this book for s friend.! There is one problem that has nothing to do with the
author, it's the publishers problem. Always be a Diva I purchased this for my friend which has Breast
Cancer, I purchased it because I express Caitlin on Dr. Excellent frank book on the subject of the
problems you will face nevertheless the last 16 pages of my book were ugly! Pages 113-128 are missing ??
Amazingly informative This is an amazing book.. I think in addition, it would be extremely helpful for
family or friends of someone who is coping with the big C. I am an ovarian cancer survivor and desire I
had all the wonderful suggestions that Caitlin presents in her guideline. She handles a very difficult
subject matter with humor and grace. I required something uplifting like this? I loved this publication it's a
straightforward read "not scary for . It's informative, however funny and I came across when I started
reading it I didn't want to place it down.. I loved this publication it's an easy read "not frightening for a
cancer patient" from someone's perspective who's had cancers and gets it.. Lots of great information and
insight. I'd highly recommend particularly if your a newly diagnosed patient. The information provided
isn't scary or overwhelming, where a large amount of books about tumor are. This book was wonderful
for a pal dealing with cancer This book was wonderful for a friend dealing with cancer. Acquired some
wonderful tips along with suggestions for products to purchase through the various phases of treatment.
Got it for my dear friend and read it firt so I could be a way to obtain info when she was too preoccupied
with treatment. A loving and informative gift for anybody dealing with tumor or for a caregiver. Excellent
and quick read. Excellent frank book on the subject of the problems you will face however . It is a must
read for people currently battling any kind of cancer. Where it's providing great information and advise
without scaring the individual even further. Pages 97-112 are than repeated and starts again at web page
129. They certainly goofed when they bound it. It goes from web page 112 to page 97. She feels that her
quality of her makeup and skin is more important to her at this time..! Oz, and cherished the concept of
why she wrote this publication. Five Stars Was something special and she loved reading it Great stuff.
Lots of great information. I am at the start of my treatment for stage 2 A invasive ductal carcinoma and
I've learned so much from scanning this treasure! I feel prepared for what I may experience in the
upcoming months. Many thanks for this! I would recommend any women to get this book for anybody
going through cancer Amazing book to learn if your going through cancer saw this book in the meals
store at christmas time n needed it got it om amazon great purchase Bought this for a friend Bought it for
a friend with a recent cancer diagnosis upon suggestion of another friend going right through cancer
treatments, who also thought it had been top notch! Highly recommend! A Good Buy My daughter, who
is recovering from breast cancers, says this book is definitely filled with great tips. Excellent tips from the
author, I will definitely tell everyone about this amazing book! I could not stop reading this and will
examine, I’m sure, again again and again! I hope it can help her on her journey through the breasts cancer
treatments. This is an excellent book for women with Cancers. I highly recommend this well crafted,
informative and witty perspective on a subject that is all to common inside our world today.
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